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Army Veteran Leaves Tahoe as a Ring Winner 

Sarge Glenn wins the final event at the 2014 Harveys Lake Tahoe stop. 

Stateline, Nev. (November 10, 2014) -- On the final day and the last event of the 2014 Harveys 

Lake Tahoe stop, Sarge Glenn won his first WSOP Circuit gold ring. Glenn defeated a field of 

152 players to earn the first place prize money of $12,314. 

Glenn just recently retired from the U.S. Army after 21 year of service. He served in the Infantry 

Division. He won his first gold ring one day before Veteran’s Day. Glenn made it to Day 2 of the 

Main Event and just yesterday was playing in that. He busted from the Main Event in 39th place 

for $2,576. After his bust out, Glenn decided to hop into this event for one last chance at a ring. 

“I didn’t want to go to the blackjack tables,” laughed Glenn about why he jumped straight into 

this event. “My good friend Erle was points chasing, so I came over just to chill, relax and play 

against him.” 

Glenn is ecstatic about his victory, but is still a little sour about busting from a cooler in the Main 

Event when he flopped a set and his opponent flopped a flush draw and straight draw. 

Unfortunately for Glenn, he was on the wrong end of that hand, but he did make the most out of 

a bad situation by turning his misfortune into a gold ring. 

Glenn spent the whole week playing events at this stop. Glenn’s first cash wasn’t until the Main 

Event. He may have started out slow, but he finished as strong as anyone with two cashes in the 

final two days for a total earnings of $14,890. 

Event #11 winner, Michael Rocco, ended up finishing in fifth place in this event. Rocco was 

attempting to win back-to-back gold rings. He was also in contention to win the Casino 

Championship. Rocco needed a first or second place finish to win the the Casino Championship, 

but finished just short. He still was able to make back-to-back final tables which is an impressive 

feat of its own. 

Glenn is good friends with Event #1 ring winner, Erle Mankin. Mankin finished runner-up in the 

Casino Championship race. The two combined to win the first and last events at Harveys Lake 

Tahoe and cashed for more than $25,000. 



Event #12 was the final gold ring event on the WSOP Circuit schedule at Harveys Lake Tahoe in 

Stateline, Nev. The $365 No-Limit Hold’em tournament attracted 152 entries generating a 

$45,600 prize pool. The top 18 players were paid. 

Notes on the event: 

 

 Michael Rocco (5
th

 place) was making back-to-back final table appearances. 

 Glenn’s victory comes one day before Veteran’s Day. 

 Brett Shaffer (8th) won his second career bracelet this summer in Las Vegas. 

 

Steve Foutty accumulated the most overall points during the Harveys Lake Tahoe twelve 

combined gold ring tournaments to earn the title as Casino Champion and he will receive an 

automatic entry into the WSOP National Championship set to take place at the end of the year. 

 

All players who cash in ring events receive points that apply toward the Casino Championship 

race and the season-long race to claim one of 50 at-large National Championship bids awarded to 

the top point earners throughout the season. More information on the points system is available 

on WSOP.com. 

 

Here is the list of gold ring winners from Harveys Lake Tahoe: 

 

EVENT #1: Erle Mankin defeated 133 players ($365 NLHE) for $11,171 

EVENT #2: Frankie O’Dell defeated 65 players ($365 H.O.R.S.E.) for $6,825 

EVENT #3: Michael Murphy defeated 168 players ($365 NLHE) for $13,609 

EVENT #4: Deva Crouch defeated 631 players ($365 NLHE Re-entry) for $38,807 

EVENT #5: Steve Foutty defeated 171 players ($365 NLHE) for $13,850 

EVENT #6: Daniel Aran defeated 194 players ($365 NLHE) for $15,132 

EVENT #7: Donna Delfin defeated 182 players ($365 NLHE 6-Max) for $15,020 

EVENT #8: Daniel Lowery defeated 215 players ($365 NLHE) for $16,128 

EVENT #9: George Saca defeated 203 players ($580 NLHE) for $26,390 

EVENT #11: Michael Rocco defeated 112 players ($365 NLHE Turbo) for $10,079 

EVENT #12: Sarge Glenn defeated 152 players ($365 NLHE) for $12,314 

 

This was the last ring event on the Harveys Lake Tahoe schedule. The Main Event will conclude 

today as well. 

 

For more information about the World Series of Poker Circuit, be sure to follow us on Twitter 

@WSOP or check out WSOP.com. 

 

For additional information please contact:  

 

Isaac Hanson (WSOP Media Coordinator) at ijhanson13@gmail.com. 


